
 

Playwrights@Work 

 

Please join the Playwrights@Work for our Fall 2015 Shorts and Sweets evening of 

short original plays at the Birmingham Village Players. 
 

This one-night-only performance will be dedicated to the memory of Maureen Cook, who lent her 

considerable talents to the P@W writing group over the years in performances in Shorts & Sweets and 

the annual One-Act Festival. Maureen’s last on-stage performance was at the Shorts & Sweets 

production this last April. We are honored that she was a valued supporter of this group. 
 

There are six comedies and one drama being performed as stage readings with a short five-minute 

audience feedback after each. The featured plays include: 

 

Board Meeting, a comedy, by Barbara Schmitt of Royal Oak -- What’s in a name? That’s what the characters must 

decide, as they ponder possible names for a family supermarket in the deep south. 

 

The Situation, a comedy by Stephen Sussman of Bloomfield Hills -- A couple have a disagreement that could have a 

lasting impact on their relationship.  

 

Blossom, a comedy by Southfield’s Myron Stein -- Three good friends, fans of those little-known arcane, but interesting 

news tidbits often hidden in the back pages of the paper, have a whimsical discussion sparked by an unusual obit. 

 

First Knowledge of Mortality adapted by West Bloomfield’s Joe Feinstein – A woman in her early 70s recalls how she 

learned about death in a third-grade classroom in this humorous one-woman show. 

 

Hicks Illustrated History by Jacqueline Salter of Waterford – A magic book helps a teen understand                           

the US Constitution. 

 

The Diagnosis by Laura Bradshaw of Rochester Hills – A woman reacts to a medical diagnosis in this              

compelling drama. 

 

Meeting the Natives by Ann Forsaith of Royal Oak – A couple on their way to Las Vegas are surprised by a pair they 

stop to help along the road in this comedy.  

 

Doors open at 7:00 p.m., the performance begins at 7:30. Audience members are invited to meet and 

greet cast and playwrights at a dessert buffet after the show.  

 

And as always, admission is free! We hope you will join us for this fun and entertaining evening              

of original local theater!! 

Birmingham Village Players is located at 34660 Woodward Ave. in Birmingham, MI


